TINGLE ASSEMBLY
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sit and enjoy!

Insert threaded connector into hole on top (hard top or cushion top)
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what you get
tingle stool base
hard top OR cushion top
threaded connector shaft

assembly
1. Insert and screw connector shaft into bottom of seat (hard top OR
cushion). Screw it in clockwise until it stops or is roughly 1cm inserted.
2. Position top over tingle base well and align shaft with corresponding threaded hole.
3. Spin Top clockwise until securely fastened being careful to not
over tighten it.

dos & don’t

don’t - over tighten top, this may damage the tingle base or top
don’t - throw, kick, roll or jump on the
do - enjoy and have fun!

Guide the threaded insert into the hole on the tingle base and turn
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TINGLE TABLE ASSEMBLY
1

3

Insert threaded connector but don’t screw it in all the way.
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Enjoy!

what you get
tingle stool base
hard top OR cushion top
threaded connector shaft

assembly
1. Insert and screw connector shaft into bottom of seat (hard top OR
cushion). Screw it in clockwise until it stops or is roughly 1cm inserted.
2. Position top over tingle base well and align shaft with corresponding threaded hole.
3. Spin Top clockwise until securely fastened being careful to not
over tighten it.

dos & don’t

don’t - over tighten top, this may damage the tingle base or top
don’t - throw, kick, roll or jump on the
do - enjoy and have fun!

Guide the threaded insert into the hole on the tingle base
and turn clockwise to fasten
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